Polyurethane Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter with Peel-Away Introducer Sheaths

- Designed especially for neonatal/pediatric patients
- Polyurethane catheter with integrated extension set
- Soft stabilization wing for enhanced securement
- Indelible markings every centimeter
- Fully radiopaque
- Latex and DEHP free

Introducer Sheath
- Notched needle with minimal lie distance for immediate visualization of flashback designed to increase first stick success
- Low profile, compact introducer designed to enhance small vein access

The hub is clearly marked with “PICC” and French size to readily identify catheter type.

The Footprint Introducer sheaths have unique design features to enhance first stick success.
Polyurethane Peripherally Inserted Central Catheters

P1PIC1.4-S  Polyurethane PICC Complete Kit  *(w/ single-lumen catheter & introducer)*  1.4 Fr.  5/cs
P1PIC1.4-C  Polyurethane PICC Single-Lumen Catheter Only  1.4 Fr.  5/cs
P1PIC1.9-S  Polyurethane PICC Complete Kit  *(w/ single-lumen catheter & introducer)*  1.9 Fr.  5/cs
P1PIC1.9-C  Polyurethane PICC Single-Lumen Catheter Only  1.9 Fr.  5/cs

P2PIC1.9-S  Polyurethane PICC Complete Kit  *(w/ dual-lumen catheter & introducer)*  1.9 Fr.  5/cs
P2PIC1.9-C  Polyurethane PICC Dual-Lumen Catheter Only  1.9 Fr.  5/cs

DC-PIC  PICC Dressing Change Kit  10/cs
NPT-PIC-NC  PICC Insertion Tray *(without catheter & introducer)*  5/cs
ST-S  Silicone Tourniquet  50/cs
TRIMMER  PICC Catheter Trimming Device  10/cs

Peel-Away Introducer Sheaths

SHEATH1.4  PICC Sheath Introducer Only  1.4 Fr.  5/cs
SHEATH1.9  PICC Sheath Introducer Only  1.9 Fr.  5/cs

“Helping tiny babies make their own footprints in the world...”